A R T I C L E I N F O
Introduction
Adolescence is an important transitional period between childhood and adulthood, which is characterized by changes in cognitive, socioemotional and behavioral processes. These changes have been associated with prolonged maturation in brain structure and functioning in this age period, due to a complex interplay between (epi)genetic, environmental, and biological (e.g., hormonal changes) factors (Spear and Silveri, 2016) . Adolescence is both a time of opportunities, because of improved complex cognitive functioning, and a time of vulnerabilities indicated by increased risk-taking behavior, incidence of psychiatric disorders, and mortality (e.g., Dahl, 2004; Ernst, 2014; Shulman et al., 2016) . Neurobiological maturational processes and specifically diverging developmental trajectories between different brain systems or networks (i.e., motivational and affective versus cognitive control neural systems) are thought to underlie these characteristics of adolescence (Ernst, 2014; Shulman et al., 2016) . Neuroimaging studies have indicated that the structure of the cerebral cortex undergoes widespread changes during adolescence (e.g., Giedd et al., 1999; Gogtay et al., 2004; Mills et al., 2016) . Grey matter volumes show, after initial increases in early childhood, nonlinear decreases in late childhood and throughout adolescence (Gogtay et al., 2004; Mills et al., 2016) . These cortical volume reductions are mainly determined by cortical thinning (Tamnes et al., 2017) . In contrast, white matter volumes and the integrity of white matter fibers increase with age up till mid-to-late adolescence (Giedd et al., 1999; Giorgio et al., 2010; Mills et al., 2016) . Underlying changes in synaptic reorganization, pruning, and increased myelination and axonal diameter are thought to explain this increased white matter and decreased grey matter volumes throughout the brain in adolescence (Huttenlocher and Dabholkar, 1997; Paus, 2010; Petanjek et al., 2011) .
Widespread maturational changes are also seen in the functional organization of the brain. Functional connectivity is often used as a measure to indicate how strong distant brain areas co-engage in order to accomplish cognitive processes. The functional re-organization during adolescence is described as a shift from local to distributed functional connectivity profiles, mainly driven by increased long-range connections (e.g., Fair et al., 2009; Stevens, 2016; Vogel et al., 2010) . Additionally, within networks areas tend to increase their connectivity. Also during this age period the correlations between networks increase, while their hierarchical relationship changes. This maximizes the efficiency of intraand inter-network communication (Grayson and Fair, 2017; Stevens, 2016) . Although the majority of aforementioned research is based on resting state functional connectivity, these networks also shape functional connectivity during a wide variety of cognitive tasks (Cole et al., 2014) .
Nevertheless, the main approach to examine developmental changes in task-induced brain activation is function-specific. Developmental fMRI studies tend to describe age-related changes in task-induced activation patterns during the performance of specific cognitive tasks, such as response inhibition, working memory, or reward processing (e.g., Luna et al., 2010; Rubia et al., 2013; van Duijvenvoorde et al., 2015) . Such an approach does not respond to the question whether the described task-induced maturational changes are specific to the particular cognitive demands of the task used, or whether similar functional changes would be found if participants performed other cognitive tasks with different demands. The latter might be more likely in the light of the widespread organization of brain areas into different functional networks that are active during multiple tasks (Dosenbach et al., 2007; Duncan, 2010; Stiers et al., 2010) , as well as the increased efficiency in and between these networks during adolescence. A recently proposed model by Luna et al. (2015) used this increased integration between different networks to explain cognitive control development. Specifically, brain areas that are functionally connected to multiple networks and that serve different cognitive processes, such as the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex, show prolonged developmental changes (Luna et al., 2015) . In line with this explanation, we previously found empirical evidence that functional brain maturation in adolescence is driven by common processes across cognitive tasks as opposed to task specific processes (Keulers et al., 2012) . Multivariate pattern classification analysis was able to discriminate between 13, 17 and 21 year-old adolescents based on task-induced activation maps, thus indicating developmental differences in the responsiveness of a wide range of task positive and default mode regions. Moreover, this distributed age-distinctive pattern generalized from a simple go/nogo task to a very different gambling task, and vice versa. A relative limitation of this study was that despite being cognitively and motivationally very different tasks, both tasks were implementations of the traditional stimuli-response mapping paradigm and therefore likely to activate overlapping cognitive processes and brain networks (Keulers et al., 2012) .
In the present study we further substantiate the view that functional brain maturation is driven by global changes in the way the brain processes information that go beyond specific cognitive demands and therefore are common across different task designs. The aim was to extend the findings of Keulers et al. (2012) by examining whether the generalization of age discriminating task-induced activation patterns expanded beyond the typical stimulus-response paradigm. Therefore, we selected three tasks associated with different functional brain networks: a meta-cognitive, a cognitive and a visual processing task. The cognitive task was a word pair learning task in which participants encoded series of two independent words, in order to remember them later (encoding phase). Encoding tasks are cognitively effortful, and engage the frontoparietal and cingulo-opercular task positive networks (Dosenbach et al., 2007; Duncan and Owen, 2000; Stiers et al., 2016) . The metacognitive task was integrated in the word pair learning task. Each encoding trial was preceded by a metacognitive trial in which participants had to evaluate and decide whether or not they wanted to be tested later for a recall on the upcoming word pair, based on information regarding points associated with correct recall and difficulty of the word-pair (decision making phase). Metacognition refers to the ability to reflect on your own cognitive processes and is associated with activation of the default mode network (Chua et al., 2009; Weil et al., 2013) . Lastly, participants performed a passive visual viewing task, in which blocks of pictures of objects, movement scenes and faces were presented without requiring any response. This task mainly activates visual processing areas (Stiers et al., 2006) . If developmental differences in task-induced brain activity reflect age-related changes in the efficacy of neural communication between functional networks due to increased long-range connectivity as hypothesized, then the multivariate pattern classification analysis should be able to predict the participants' age class from their task-induced activation maps regardless of the specific task that was performed to give rise to the activation maps. To address this hypothesis we trained the learning algorithm on examples from one task and tested its classification ability of examples from the other tasks. Successful generalization of age classification across these three very different and independent tasks would confirm that age-related changes in task-induced brain activation are not confined to the specific demands of the task, but are instead a manifestation of a global change in the way the brain processes information. Such knowledge would increase our understanding of typical functional brain maturation during adolescence, which is necessary for studying developmental and adolescence-onset psychiatric disorders. Further, findings related to the generalization between cognitive functions might also have implications for related topics within psychology such as transfer effects of cognitive training, and/or treatments.
Materials and method

Participants and procedure
A total of 47 participants divided into two narrow age groups participated in the study: 25 young adolescents (mean age 13.1 AE 0.42 years; range 12.2-13.8 years; 15 females) and 22 old adolescents (mean age 17.0 AE 0.27 years; range 16.5-17.5 years; 15 females). Due to scanning time limitations and additional exclusion based on excessive head motion, a few participants of this sample were not included in analyses which included the visual task (i.e., for 42 (21 young and 21 old) out of the total 47 adolescents visual task data were included). This unequal samples for the word learning versus the visual task was not considered a problem, because the multivariate pattern classification analysis aimed to demonstrate generalization over participants (i.e., training on some subjects and testing on others). Participants were recruited through an advertisement in a local newspaper. All participants were screened for MRI contra-indications, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, never repeated or skipped a school grade, had no psychiatric or neurobiological abnormalities and did not use medication that could influence cognitive functioning. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants and their parents. Participants received both travel expenses reimbursement and vouchers with monetary value, after completion of the experiment. The ethical committee of the Faculty of Psychology and Neuroscience of the Maastricht University approved the study.
All participants attended one training session and one scanning session. During the training session participants were familiarized with the scanning environment and the tasks. All participants received head motion training in a mock scanner, aimed at teaching the participants how to minimize head motion during scanning. During this training participants viewed a cartoon in the mock scanner twice for 10 min each, with the movie being paused whenever the participants moved their head more than 4 mm in any direction. Additionally, during the training session participants were trained on the (meta)cognitive word learning task. (Raven et al., 1998) . To screen for behavioral problems that could interfere with performance, participants filled in the Youth Self Report and a parent of the participant filled in the Child Behavior Checklist (Achenbach and Rescorla, 2001) . Scores of all participants on those total scales were within 1 SD of the mean of a normalized standardized sample. The age groups did not differ on the total problem scale on either of the questionnaires (YSR:
Task paradigms
(Meta-)cognitive word learning task
The (meta)cognitive task was a word-pair memory learning task. Participants were shown a cue and target word and were instructed that on the test they had to recall the target word when presented with the cue. The word-pairs differed in difficulty level in terms of concreteness/ abstractness of the words (2 levels: easy vs. difficult) and in reward level upon correctly recalling the word pair (2 levels: low, gaining 1-2 points vs. high, gaining 9-10 points). Subsequently, word pairs can be divided into four different classes: a) easy word-pair, low reward, b) easy word pair, high reward, c) difficult word-pair, low reward and d) difficult word-pair, high reward. Before the presentation of each word-pair, participants were given information about its difficulty and reward level, and had to decide based on this information to either "play" (i.e., earning points if correctly recalling the target word afterwards) or not to "play"(i.e., not earning points if correctly recalling the target word afterwards). The required self-evaluation of future memory performance makes this a metacognitive judgement (Chua et al., 2009) . After this metacognitive decision phase, the actual word-pair was presented for participants to encode. Blocks of 20 trials of metacognitive decision-making combined with the cognitive encoding were presented, after which a recall test was administered. In this recall test, the cue word of a word-pair was shown and the participants had to retrieve and verbally express the associated target word. During the recall, the scanner was turned off. If a participant had earlier decided to "play" on that word-pair s/he gained the associated reward points if the word was correctly recalled, but nothing happened to the participants total point score if s/he made a mistake or had decided not to "play". At the end of the experiment the points earned were exchanged for a small amount of money. This whole procedure of metacognitive decision, cognitive encoding, and recalling after 20 word-pairs was repeated for a total of five runs. The word lists used in these five runs were randomized across participants.
The task had a slow event-related design. The information during the metacognitive decision phase as well as the word-pair during the encoding phase was presented for 6s each. Both the transition from a decision making trial to a corresponding encoding trial, as well as from an encoding trial to a new decision making trials was interrupted by an inter stimulus interval (ISI) that pseudo-randomly varied between 6 and 10s. Consequently, the phase onset assynchronicity varied between 12 and 16s and was controlled by scanner triggers. This long interval ensured that the BOLD signal modulations induced by the neurocognitive processes in the two phases were only minimally overlapping, while the jittering in the duration of the intervals further ensured adequate deconvolution of the remaining overlap of these modulations (Dale, 1999; Ollinger et al., 2001) . To further optimize independent statistical estimation of the BOLD changes in each task phase, during each ISI an easy visual detection task was presented, in which participants were asked to detect a 3-D face configuration in an array of seemingly random moving dots. The face configuration was present in 40% of the stimuli, whereas in 30% a cylinder was visible and in another 30% a box. The ISI task forced participants to disengage from encoding the word-pair, by asking them to engage in another, unrelated task. Each face detection stimulus lasted 2s, and a range from 1 to 3 of such stimuli were shown in the ISI of 6-10 s, respectively. During the remaining 4s of the ISI the fixation cross was shown. Duration per task run was 9.46 min.
Visual processing task
A block design passive visual task was performed after the five runs of the word-pair memory task. Participants were instructed to view a stimulus sequence consisting of blocks of different conditions; a) black and white pictures of faces b) coloured pictures of static objects, c) coloured movies of natural moving scenes and d) a fixation point that changed its shape to increase ease of attention engagement. No response was required. Each block lasted 24s and consisted of 12 items of a specific condition (i.e., faces, objects or movement) that were presented for 2s each. During the control fixation condition, the screen was black with a central red fixation spot that changed shape between a larger circle, smaller circle, a left tilted and a right tilted ellipse every 2s. The four conditions were all repeated four times in the same order. Starting and ending the sequence with a black screen for 2s brought the total duration of the experiment to 6.47 min. This task was originally developed to map a large number of visual areas during passive viewing (Stiers et al., 2006) .
Behavioral analyses
Behavioral analyses were conducted using the statistical package SPSS 24.0. Analyses were conducted to examine age differences in the decision-making to "play"or not in the metacognitive phase, in correct recall and in reaction times. Due to non-normal distributions of the number of times participants decided to "play" and the number of correctly recalled items, the analyses were performed using the nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test, with the alpa level set at 0.05. For the analysis of normally distributed reaction times, a one-way ANOVA test was use with the alpha level set at 0.05. (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts). First, images were corrected for slice scanning time differences, followed by rigid realignment of images to the first scan of participants and further co-registering to the structural image of the participants. Segmentation was used to create a spatial normalization file that was further used to normalize the functional images. Finally images were spatially smoothed using a 4 mm Gaussian kernel.
Head motion handling
In fMRI studies using between subject designs, group differences in the amount of head motion of participants can seriously affect group differences in the BOLD signal. This is of high importance in developmental studies as younger participants tend to move more while in the scanner than older ones (Keulers et al., 2011 (Keulers et al., , 2012 . In functional connectivity studies it was shown that at least part of the reported stronger short range and weaker long range connectivity in younger compared to older adolescents, can be attributed to these head motion related biases (Van Dijk et al., 2012; Power et al., 2012) . In order to observe whether there is a genuine activation differences between age groups it is therefore important to correct for head motions.
In order to control for the confounding effect of head motion we applied three corrections to our data (Keulers et al., 2011 (Keulers et al., , 2012 . First, participants were excluded in case of excessive head movement, defined as a run-start-to-end head translation in the z direction of >3 mm and/or a head rotation around the x axis of >2.33 in any of the five (word learning task runs and/or the visual task. These are the two realignment parameters most affected by head movement (Keulers et al., 2011; Mayer et al., 2007; Yoo et al., 2005) . For the word learning task, five participants in the young adolescents group and two in the old adolescents group had to be discarded, leading to the described final sample of 47 participants. For the visual task, another four young and two old adolescents were excluded because of excessive head motion. The excluded participants were not younger than the included participants in the young age group (t (30)
Excluded participants also did not score lower on measures of intelligence or behavioral problems (lowest 1-tailed p value: 0.125). Secondly, due to heterogeneity in magnetic field strength, head position changes cause fluctuations in the measured signal intensity over time (Friston et al., 1996) . To remove these fluctuations from the time series data, we added the six affine parameters estimated during the realignment step of preprocessing as events of no interest to the design matrix (Friston et al., 1996) . Lastly, we identified individual volumes during the acquisition of which the head position changed more than 1:10th of the slice thickness (i.e., 0.4 mm). These fast movements relative to the gradient setting during acquisition distort the signal measured. Task trials whose induced BOLD response overlapped with such volumes (taking into account a hemodynamic response delay window of 8 s) were modelled as separate events of no interest. The number of fast motion contaminated volumes identified in the younger group was 3.9% and in the older group 4.4%. This procedure confined BOLD-informed inferences to those trials during which participants' head position was sufficiently stable. For usable trials, there was no significant age-related differences in the absolute intra-volume z-translation movement (t (45) ¼ 0.7; p 1-tailed ¼ 0.246), or the intra-volume x-rotation (t (45) ¼ 0.1; p 1-tailed ¼ 0.464). This third motion correction could not be applied to the visual task, as this task used a block design in which it is not possible to separate model individual trials contaminated with head motion as events of no interest.
First level imaging analyses
A first level, or within participant, analysis was conducted on the preprocessed images of individual participants using a traditional univariate general linear model (GLM) in SPM5. The results of this analysis constitute the starting point for both the group-wise or second level univariate analysis and for the multivariate pattern classification analysis. A design matrix was set up to model all task conditions and the motion related parameters. Within the word learning task four conditions could be distinguished based on the prior word-pair information, i.e., difficulty level (easy vs. hard) and reward level (low vs. high). That resulted in four metacognitive decision making regressors (i.e., trial phase when making the choice to "play" or not) and four cognitive encoding regressors (i.e., trial phase when encoding the word-pair). All decision making and encoding regressors were modelled as separate events of interest marked by their onset time (but without a duration in time), and convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function combined with time and dispersion derivatives. The attention capturing face perception movies that were presented in the interstimulus period were also included in the design matrix as a separate regressor, in which each two second stimulus was represented by its onset time and convolved with the theoretical hemodynamic response function (HRF). Additionally, the six motion parameters as well as trials contaminated with fast head movement were modelled as events of no interest. For subsequent second level group analysis and multivariate pattern classification analysis individual percent signal change maps (PSC maps) were generated for each of the eight regressors of interest, i.e., one for each of the four subconditions within the metacognitive decision making and the cognitive encoding phase (easy, low reward; easy, high reward; difficult, low reward; difficult, high reward). PSC maps show intensity changes in a given voxel as a percentage of the baseline signal intensity and are computed from the regressor weights estimated in the univariate GLM analysis described above (Maziaka, 2009 ). The design matrix for the visual task consisted of three conditions of interest (faces, objects and movement scenes), marked by their onset and a duration of 24 s, convolved by the HRF only and the six head motion parameters. For subsequent group analysis and multivariate pattern classification analysis PSC maps were generated for each of the visual conditions (faces, objects, and movements).
Group-level imaging analyses
2.4.4.1. Univariate analysis. A whole brain, voxel-wise general linear model with task condition as the within-subjects factor and two age groups as the between-subjects factor was performed separately for the word learning task and the visual task. The 8 PSC maps of the word learning task were used in a 2 (metacognitive decision making vs cognitive encoding phase) x 2 (difficulty level) x 2 (reward level) design. The three PSC maps of the visual task were used in a one-way factor (task condition) design. In both GLM models, gender, verbal intelligence and non-verbal intelligence estimates were added as covariates of no interest. First, task specific (i.e., metacognitive decision making, cognitive encoding and visual processing) activation patterns were identified using a contrast that pooled over task conditions within each task and age groups. These task-induced activation maps were compared in order to indicate differences between and the independence of the different task paradigms used. Second, age differences were examined per task in order to make comparisons possible between the traditional univariate approach and the age-discriminative patterns resulting from the multivariate pattern classification analyses. The statistical t-maps were evaluated at the voxel-wise significance level of 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons based on the Gaussian field theory (FWE<0.05). In addition, only clusters of 5 or more voxels were reported.
2.4.4.2. Multivariate pattern classification between age groups. Multivariate pattern classification analysis (MVPA) was performed on the PSC maps created in the first level analyses, using the two age classes as the classification criterion. For every task we included PSC maps for every task condition (Keulers et al., 2012; Stiers et al., 2016) . This resulted in four PSC maps per participant for the metacognitive decision making task (4 Â 47 ¼ 188 PSC maps), four PSC maps per participant for the cognitive encoding task (4 Â 47 ¼ 188 PSC maps) and three PSC maps per participant for the visual task (3 Â 42 ¼ 126 maps).
A grey matter mask was created for the voxels to be included in the analyses. First, to make sure that the same grey matter voxels were selected in all three tasks, the grey matter density prior associated with the MNI 151 T1 template was thresholded by applying a 0.33 density high-pass filter, with the resulting image being resliced to the voxel grid of the PSC maps. Second, to avoid mistaking structural maturation changes for functional maturation, all grey matter voxels were excluded from the created grey matter mask that showed evidence of structural maturation with age. These voxels were identified in a separate GLM analysis performed on the grey matter density maps obtained by segmenting the individual T1-weighted anatomical images into tissue density maps. A map was created of all the voxels that showed significant tissue density differences between the two age groups in an F contrast at the significance thresholds 0.001 uncorrected for multiple comparisons. This map was subtracted from the global grey matter mask created before, resulting in 438 of the 184603 voxels in the global mask being removed. The resulting mask was used to select the voxels to be included in the analysis for each individual PSC maps. Subsequently, the voxel's values were converted to a vector and labeled according to which age group that participant belonged to. The Spider implementation of the support vector machine-learning algorithm (www.kyb.mpg.de/bs/ people/spider/main.html) was used as the classifier for the MVPA. A linear kernel was used and classes were assumed unbalanced.
The MVPA was conducted in several steps. First, the data were rescaled within each voxel to a range of 0-1, to focus the analyses on the relative variations in values within each voxel and to avoid that voxels with large absolute values would have more importance in the end result. Second, independent test examples were created by putting all the PSC maps from one young and from one old participant aside. The PSC maps of these individuals were used as test data set, while all PSC maps from all the other participants were used to train the classifier to discriminate the age of the participant. To make the end result independent of the particular participants chosen as test examples, a cross-validation was applied in which data from each participant of the young and old adolescent group were set aside once as test example. Each resulting training set is referred to as one fold of the data set. Third, to avoid overfitting the training data, the training set at each fold was split into a number of smaller subsets and each subset was left out once from the training -i.e., at each fold the classification was repeated for as many times as there were subsets to leave out. The default number of splits on the training set was 15, but the influence of smaller or larger numbers of splits was systematically examined. Split subsets were not used for testing. For each split the trained classifier was tested on the test examples and the average accuracy obtained over all the splits of the training set is reported. Similar, the final weight of the voxels in the analysis was the average weight of each voxel over the split analyses. Lastly, because there was no prior region of interest that could limit the feature space for classification, and because MVPA results are sensitive to the number of noise features relative to the informative features in a data set, a recursive feature elimination (RFE) strategy was applied (De Martino et al., 2008) . This means that the classification analysis was repeated 50 times, and each time the 10% least contributing voxels (i.e., with their weights closest to zero) in the previous step were eliminated in the subsequent analysis. Each subsequent iteration thus started with a smaller number of features and yielded a new accuracy value when the classifier trained on these features was tested on the test examples. This recursive feature elimination process was nested within cross-validation folds on the data set, as described above. Consequently, for each fold (each set of data set apart for testing) the recursive feature elimination was applied. To obtain one final result, the results were first averaged over the folds, yielding an average accuracy and voxel weights at each iteration of the RFE process, and then the result at the iteration with the highest classification accuracy was reported as the final result.
2.4.4.3. Control analyses. In order to investigate the dependency of the results on the choice of MVPA parameters, the principle MVP analyses described above were repeated with different parameter settings. First, the effect of initial feature selection was examined. The analyses described above started with all the voxels in the analysis mask. However, an initial selection of features based on univariate data analysis is often performed in an attempt to exclude noise voxels. The initial feature reduction step comprised of selecting the 25 k, 10 k or 5 k voxels that discriminated most between the age groups. This selection was based on the unsigned t statistic computed for each feature separately (De Martino et al., 2008) . Importantly, this selection step only included trials belonging to the training set of the particular fold. Second, we varied the number of splits applied to each fold of the training set, from 15 in the principle analysis to 3, 5, and 25 splits. Third, the role of voxels actively engaged by the tasks on the classification results was investigated. On the one hand, the analyses were repeated while including only voxels that were significantly activated by the task in the univariate group analysis at the significance level of FWE<0.05, and on the other hand by including only voxels that were not significantly activated by the task (i.e., p < 0.001 uncorrected for multiple comparisons).
2.4.4.4. Multivariate pattern generalization across different task paradigms. In order to answer the critical investigation whether an agediscriminative brain activation pattern was specific to a particular task or general to task-induced activations across multiple tasks paradigms, the classification algorithm was trained on PSC maps from one task and subsequently tested on PSC maps from another task performed by individuals not part of the training data set -i.e., we asked how accurately the trained classifier could decode age from brain activation maps obtained during the other tasks. The same parameters as described above for the principle MVP analyses (paragraph 2.4.4.2) were used in the current analyses. In addition, similar control analyses were conducted for these generalization analyses, to establish the dependency of the classification results on the choice of MVPA parameters.
2.4.4.5. Statistical significance of classification accuracies. Statistical significance was estimated based on 125 re-analyses of the data following the exact same steps as described above (initial reduction, RFE and best iteration selection), but with random redistributions of the training labels. The random reassignment of labels (young/old adolescent group) mimics the null-hypothesis that there is no systematic association between feature values and age classes, so that the class labels are interchangeable. Random accuracies were on average higher than 50.0% due to selecting the best of all iteration in each of the 125 randomization analyses. The significance level was 0.05, one-tailed. The significance was determined by the centile position of the observed accuracy of the original analysis amongst the 125 accuracies obtained with the repeated randomization procedure.
2.4.4.6. Classification weight maps. Classification weights numerically express the importance of each voxel to the classification. At each fold and iteration, the classification weight is the average weight across the splits on the training data. For the purpose of visualizing the distribution of age-discriminative voxels in Fig. 6 we created for each of the three task-condition data sets a classification weight map at the 30th iteration of the recursive feature elimination procedure. At this iteration only 8671 of the 184165 starting voxels are still included. The 30th iteration was chosen because averaged over all task conditions, this iteration yielded the highest within task classification accuracy (60.9 AE 6.8%). The weight maps were created by simply adding the voxel weights at each fold of the analysis. MVP Parameters were as in the basic leave-one-participant-out analyses. The resulting classification weights reflect both the importance of the voxel for classifying at a specific fold and the number of folds in which the voxel contributed to the classification at that stage in the analysis. An additional weight map was created for the first iteration of training on the metacognitive condition, i.e., with 184165 voxels (Fig. 6-C) .
Results
Univariate GLM analysis results
Behavioral performance
Analyses of the behavioral data of the word learning task showed that the two age groups did not differ significantly in their task performance. There was no difference in the number of times the young adolescents decided to "play" for rewards (75. Given that the age groups did not differ in task performance, it can be assumed that any BOLD difference observed between age groups truly reflects differences caused by maturation, rather than caused by differences in task performance. As the visual task was a passive task, there were no behavioral measures to compare between age groups.
Univariate task effects
A voxel-wise GLM analysis was performed to investigate to what extend the 3 tasks differed in their activation of the brain. The results of these analyses are visually presented in Figs. 1 and 2. Fig. 1 -A shows brain activation during the metacognitive decision making and cognitive encoding task phase, respectively, compared to baseline. Both tasks tend to activate to various degrees the typical nodes of the frontoparietal and cingulo-opercular task positive networks (Dosenbach et al., 2007; Duncan and Owen, 2000; Stiers et al., 2016) , in the intraparietal sulcus, on the precentral gyrus and on the medial part of the superior frontal gyrus. For both tasks activity was stronger in the left hemisphere (presented in Fig. 1A ), in accordance with the use of verbal stimuli in this task paradigm. Both tasks also induced strong activity in posterior, visual-processing cortical areas. Despite this general similarity in activation pattern (visualized in purple in Fig. 1A) , several task-specific activations were also present during either the decision making (visualized in red) or encoding (visualized in blue) phase of the task compared to baseline.
To test more objectively for task-unique activation we directly contrasted the activation differences during the two task phases. Fig. 1B shows voxels that were significantly more active during the decision making phase compared to the encoding phase (visualized in cyan). These voxels formed smaller clusters located bilaterally in the occipital pole and lower intraparietal cortex, as well as in the right inferior parietal lobule (supramarginal gyrus). In addition, two larger bilateral clusters of voxels with significantly higher activation during the decision making phase were observed in the anterior and posterior cingulate cortex region, although these voxels did not reach significance in the analyses of either of the two task-phases alone. These cortical regions are central nodes of the default mode network, which is systematically de-activated during task execution. Therefore, these "activation" clusters were significantly less deactivated during the decision making compared to the encoding phase. The voxels responding stronger during encoding than during decision making are visualized in green in Fig. 1B . The most conspicuous cluster was in the left inferior frontal gyrus, extending from the ventral part of the precentral sulcus until the (posterior) lateral orbital frontal cortex. Only a few small clusters were observed in the same regions of the right hemisphere. In addition, smaller clusters of Fig. 1 . Task-induced activation during the metacognitive decision making and cognitive encoding task phases in the left hemisphere, pooled across age groups. (A) Activity in each task phase relative to baseline (metacognitive decision making activity in red; cognitive encoding activity in blue). The overlap in activation patterns between the two task phases is shown in purple. (B) Areas that are significantly more active during the metacognitive decision making compared with the cognitive encoding phase (cyan) and the other way around (green). All results are visualized at the family-wise error corrected level (alpha ¼ 0.05, critical tvalue ¼ 4.98). Fig. 2 . Task-induced activation during the visual task is presented in red. Task activation during the metacognitive (black) and cognitive (light grey) phase of the word learning task are presented as a reference frame to compare task activations. All results are visualized at the family-wise error corrected level (alpha ¼ 0.05, critical t-value ¼ 4.74 for visual task, critical t-value ¼ 4.98 for metacognitive decision making and cognitive encoding task). voxels with more activation during encoding than decision making were also present posterior in the lateral superior frontal gyrus (frontal eye fields) and in the medial superior frontal gyrus (preSMA), in the cuneus extending into the cortex around the ictus and lastly in the cortex around the left hemisphere MT þ region extending in the most anterior aspect of the fusiform gyrus. Fig. 2 shows brain activation during the visual processing task compared to baseline, with the regions activated by the metacognitive decision making and cognitive encoding task phases indicated as outlines for the sake of comparison.
The observed differences between the three tasks are in line with existing literature, which state that metacognitive processes are associated with the default network, while cognitive encoding task performance causes more activation in the frontoparietal and/or the cinguloopercular task positive networks. Visual processing however, is known to be mainly associated with activation in posterior areas such as the precuneus, occipital-temporal, and parietal-occipital cortices (e.g., Buckner et al., 2008; Chua et al., 2009; Dosenbach et al., 2007; Sridharan et al., 2008; Stiers et al., 2006) . These differences provide validation that the three used tasks in the current study rely (partly) on different subnetworks in the brain. The three task paradigms are therefore not only cognitively very different but also differ at the neurobiological level.
Univariate age group differences
In order to examine whether univariate analyses would reveal significant age effects we contrasted the PSC maps between the two adolescent age groups. For the metacognitive decision making and the cognitive encoding task, no voxels with significant age effects were observed at the FWE corrected significance level when looking at each task separately. When the decision making and encoding data were pooled, 13 very small loci of age related differences were found, distributed throughout the brain, mostly comprising only one or two voxels (See Supplementary Information, Fig. S1 ). The largest cluster, comprising 27 voxels, was located on the rostral bank of the left ventral precentral sulcus (MNI [-50, 6 , 18]), in the inferior frontal gyrus region that was strongly activated by the encoding task. A cluster of 10 voxels was located somewhat higher on the caudal bank of the precentral sulcus (MNI [-60, 10, 36] ), just outside a region activated by both tasks (presumably premotor cortex). Lastly a cluster of 9 voxels was located in the lateral bank of the dorsal intraparietal sulcus (MNI [-40, À54, 52]), also near the boundary of a cluster of voxels activated by both tasks. No clusters of brain voxels had a stronger BOLD response in the young group compared to the older group. We conclude therefore that subtle age related differences in BOLD response strength might be present at the univariate voxel level, but almost all are too weak to reach statistical significance and their wide distribution bars a straightforward interpretation. For the visual task, no significant age differences were found at the FWE corrected level (See Supplementary Information, Fig. S1 ).
Multivariate age effects within and between different task paradigms
Classifying age from metacognitive decision making and cognitive encoding task-induced activation maps
To demonstrate the feasibility of decoding age from task-induced brain activation maps, and to have a reference point for the level of accuracy that can be obtained in classifying age, we first applied the MVP analysis within the two word learning phases separately. The age classification was significantly above chance level for the metacognitive decision making maps (70.4%, p < 0.01) and the cognitive encoding activation maps (68.0%, p < 0.05). This accuracy peak was reached at the 29th iteration for the encoding activation maps, with 9635 of the 184165 starting voxels still in the running, while the highest accuracy for the decision making activation maps was reached in the 52nd iteration with 850 voxels.
The variation of accuracy for both the metacognitive decision making and cognitive encoding task with the progression of the recursive feature elimination procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3-A. Relatively high accuracy is obtained at all iterations, suggesting that the classification is not dependent on a specific and confined subset of the voxels. The results were also not critically dependent on other analysis parameters. As can be seen in Fig. 3-B , increasing or decreasing the number of splits (i.e., related to the chance of overfitting the training data) away from the 15 splits used in the basic analysis reported above had only a marginal effect on the accuracies obtained, with somewhat lower but still significant accuracies when only three splits were used (metacognitive decision making: 66.2%; p < 0.05; cognitive encoding: 66.3%; p < 0.05). Although the relative independency of accuracies on the number of voxels in the running (see Fig. 3-A) suggests that a wide range of voxels contain relevant information, we nonetheless investigated the effect of an initial feature reduction to 25, 10 or 5 thousand voxels. As shown in Fig. 3 -C, this procedure lowered somewhat the accuracy in the metacognitive decision making task (lowest accuracy was for 25 thousand starting voxels: 62.7%; p < 0.05), but slightly boosted the classification accuracy in the cognitive encoding task (highest accuracy with 10 thousand starting voxels: 72.0%; p < 0.001). Lastly, we explored the importance for successful classification of voxels that were activated by the task (Fig. 3-D) . First, the analysis was repeated including only voxels that were significantly activated by the specific task as shown by univariate group analysis. As can be seen in Fig. 3 -D, this reduced somewhat classifications accuracies, more so for the metacognitive decision making phase (63.7%; p ¼ 0.055) than for the cognitive encoding phase (65.7%; p < 0.05). Second, the analysis was repeated excluding all task activated voxels. Fig. 3 -D shows that this had almost no effect on the classification: for decision making maps the accuracy slightly lowered from 70.4% to 67.4% (p < 0.001), but for the encoding activity maps it slightly increased, from 68.0% to 69.6% (p < 0.001). These results confirm that it is not per se the brain regions that are directly induced by the task that reflect age-specific brain activity. Instead the classification seems substantially driven by the voxels outside of these activated regions.
Generalization of age classification across metacognitive decision making and cognitive encoding task paradigms
The critical question addressed in this paper is whether the described age-related brain activation differences are specific for the task requirements and cognitive processes participants engage into. This generalizability of the age discriminative pattern between different tasks was examined by training the classifier on examples from one task and testing its classification ability of examples from another task. This classification was significantly above chance level in both directions. While the accuracy was slightly lower compared to within task age decoding, for training on cognitive encoding examples and testing on metacognitive decision making examples (66.8%; p < 0.01), it increased with 5% for training on decision making examples and testing on encoding examples (75.1%, p < 0.01). The latter peak accuracy was obtained after 96 iterations with only four voxels still in the running. However, as Fig. 4-A shows, the accuracies were high over a wide range of iterations. In fact, the lowest accuracy obtained over all iterations was 62.3%, and accuracies exceeded 70% from iteration 51 (with 945 voxels) to iteration 58 (with 450 voxels). For training on encoding examples and testing on decision making examples, the highest accuracy was obtained at the 30th iteration. Fig. 4 -A shows that around the 50th iteration a break point is reached after which classification became more and more difficult. In the first 50 iterations, however, accuracy was well over 60%, with the lowest accuracy being 62.2% at the 50th iteration with 945 voxels. The independency of the classification accuracies from the initial number of voxels and from the number of splits on the training set are illustrated in Fig. 4-B and Fig. 4 -C.
The best accuracies reported above were based on the iteration that yielded the best classification of test examples. However, since the generalization from one type of example to another is investigated, an alternative approach is to use the results from the iteration in which the classifier is optimized for classifying the training examples. For instance, when training on metacognitive decision making and testing on cognitive encoding examples, the iteration that yielded the highest accuracy for classifying the decision making examples from the participant that was left out of the training was selected and the corresponding voxel configuration and weights were used to test the encoding examples of the same left out participant. This yielded very similar results, as can be seen in Fig. 4 -A. For generalization from cognition to metacognition, the best accuracy dropped from 66.8% at iteration 30-66.4% at iteration 29 (p < 0.01), when switching from the best iteration to classify metacognitive decision making examples to the best for classifying the cognitive encoding examples (i.e., the category on which the algorithm was trained) (Fig. 4-A, thin grey arrow) . For the reverse generalization, (D) Effect of excluding task-engaged voxels on age classification accuracy: 'All' ¼ no voxels excluded (all 184165 voxels), '~Active' ¼ Only non-active voxels (uncorrected p > 0.001); 'Active' ¼ all active voxels (p corrected<0.05). Selection was based either on the group statistical maps for the training task ('Train'), for the test task ('Test'), or the conjunction of both ('Both'). Classifications were with 15 splits on the training set. Asterisks above the bars indicate significant difference from random (125 randomizations of labels): *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01. from metacognition to cognition, the accuracy for classifying cognitive encoding maps at the best iteration for classifying metacognitive decision making maps, as used in training, was 71.5% (p < 0.01), at iteration 52 (see thin black arrow in Fig. 4-A) . While this is lower than the highest accuracy obtained, which was 75.1% at iteration 96 with only four voxels (thick arrow in Fig. 4-A) , it is very close to the accuracy peak that was evident at around the 50th iteration -i.e., 72.4% at iteration 53. We can conclude from this that the optimal classifier for decoding age from one type of task-induced activation map is also (near) optimal for classifying age from another type of task-induced activation maps.
To investigate the role of voxels actively engaged by the task in the classification results, MVPA was repeated with either only task engaged voxels included or with task engaged voxels excluded as features. The effects of these follow up analyses are summarized in Fig. 4-D. In general, classification results suffered much more from restricting the features to task-activated voxels, regardless of the direction of generalization (i.e., from metacognition decision making to cognitive encoding or the reverse) and regardless of whether the restriction was based on the activation maps of the training task, the test task or both. In contrast, restricting the voxels to non-task-activated voxels had only small effects on the generalization accuracies.
Generalization of age classification from (meta)cognitive to visual domain
The brain activity maps acquired during the passive visual task were used to further broaden the scope of our investigation into the taskgenerality of age specific brain activation patterns. The classifier was trained on activation maps derived from either the metacognitive decision making or the cognitive encoding task phase, and subsequently tested on the passive viewing PSC maps of participants not included in the training set. The age class of the participants was predicted with 64.8% accuracy (p < 0.05) when the classifier was trained on decision making data and with 63.6% accuracy (p < 0.05) when trained on encoding data. At the best iteration for age-classification of the training examples, the accuracies for classifying the passive viewing examples dropped to 60.5% (p ¼ 0.066) and 56.5% (p > 0.1), respectively. Again, control analyses were performed to examine the dependency of generalization accuracies on parameter settings. Generalization of age discriminative patterns from metacognition decision making to visual processing remained significantly accurate for all split numbers, although generalization accuracies from encoding to visual processing dropped below 60% (p > 0.1) for the lowest and the highest split numbers (see Fig. 5-C) . Similarly, while generalization accuracies from metacognition decision making to visual processing were not affected by the initial number of features included in the analyses, the generalization accuracies from cognition to visual processing dropped below 60% (p > 0.1) when the initial number of features is restricted (see Fig. 5-B) .
The reverse generalization, from passive viewing PSC maps to either the cognitive encoding or the metacognitive decision making task phase, yielded comparable results. The age class of the participants was predicted with 65.2% accuracy (p < 0.05) when the test examples was decision making data and with 61.0% accuracy (p < 0.066) when encoding data was used for testing. When the training and testing was done within the passive viewing data, the accuracy rose to 73.0% (p < 0.01).
To further explore which voxels were relevant for the agegeneralization from cognitive encoding to visual tasks a series of follow-up analyses were performed in which univariate task-induced activation maps were used to include or mask voxels for the multivariate pattern analyses. The results are summarized in Fig. 5-D . The pattern that emerged from this exploration differed in an important respect from Fig. 5 . Age classification generalization from cognitive encoding and metacognitive decision making activation maps to activation maps generated during a passive viewing task: Accuracies reported are from classifying visual processing activation maps by a classifier trained on activation maps from either the metacognitive decision making or the cognitive encoding task. (A) Classification accuracy as a function of the progress (iterations) in the recursive feature elimination. There was no initial feature reduction and the number of splits on the training set was 15. Black line indicates classification of age from visual maps based on metacognitive decision making activity maps as training examples; Grey line indicates age classification after training on cognitive encoding activity maps. Thick arrows indicate best iteration for classifying visual examples. Thin arrows indicated visual example accuracy at the iteration that yielded the best classification of examples from the training task. (B) Effect of initial feature reduction on age classification accuracy: 'None' ¼ no reduction (all 184165 voxels), '25 k' ¼ 25000 voxels, etc. All classifications used 15 splits on the training set. (C) Effect of number of splits on the training set on age classification accuracy. All classifications were without initial feature reduction. (D) Effect of excluding taskengaged voxels on age classification accuracy: 'All' ¼ no voxels excluded (all 184165 voxels), '~Active' ¼ Only non-active voxels (uncorrected p > 0.001); 'Active' ¼ all active voxels (p corrected<0.05). Selection was based either on the group statistical maps for the training task ('Train', either "Metacognitive decision making" or "Cognitive encoding"), or for the test task ('Test', which was always the passive viewing task). Classifications were with 15 splits on the training set. Asterisks above the bars indicate significant difference from random (125 randomizations of labels): *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01. the generalizations between metacognitive decision making and cognitive encoding discussed earlier. In these earlier across tasks generalizations we found that non task-engaged voxels importantly contributed to age classification and were necessary to retain the significant classification accuracies obtained when including all voxels. In contrast, limiting the multivariate space to task-engaged voxels (based on either train or test tasks) reduced age classification accuracies. Compared to this, when generalizing age-discriminative patterns from metacognition decision making to visual processing maps, the voxels engaged during the visual processing task played a crucial role in the classification. Excluding these visual processing voxels from the feature space reduced the classification of age, whereas confining the feature space to these visual processing voxels tended to preserve or even boost the age classification accuracies (Fig. 5-D, dark grey bars on the right) . In contrast to this, including or excluding voxels that were active during the metacognitive decision making task had no substantial effect on age classification accuracies (Fig. 5-D , dark grey bars in the middle). A somewhat different pattern was observed in generalization of age-specific activity patterns from the cognitive encoding to the visual processing task. Here both the voxels that were engaged by the visual task and those that were non-engaged by the visual task were important, since classification accuracies dropped when either of them were excluded as analysis features (Fig. 5-D , light grey bars on the right). In contrast, the voxels not engaged by the training task (encoding task) were crucial for age decoding from passive visual PSC maps, because including only these voxels preserved the age generalization to visual examples, whereas excluding them reduced the age classification accuracy (Fig. 5-D , light grey bars in the middle).
Spatial pattern of brain structures contributing to age group classification
The classification weight maps presented in Fig. 6 -A show the spatial pattern by which age groups differed for each task condition at the 30th iteration (retaining 8671 voxels) of the recursive elimination procedure. Voxel clusters contributing to age group classification were distributed throughout the whole brain, rather than being confined to some select regions. While some clusters overlapped with areas activated by the tasks and others overlap with task de-activated regions, many are located outside of task-related brain structures. Secondly, while there is some overlap in the contributing voxels from the three tasks, the overlap is relatively small. This doesn't mean that there is no shared pattern of brain maturation across the three data categories. The overlap is low because there is a large number of voxels carrying age specific information, as was evident from the range of iterations in the recursive elimination process that yielded above chance classification. Consequently, each task-specific analysis can pick its most optimal subset from a large pool of informative voxels. While this subtest of voxels is somewhat less optimal for classifying data from the other task conditions, it does carry enough agespecific information to allow above chance classification of the other data sets. To illustrate this, Fig. 6 -B and 6-C compare the set of voxels at the 30th iteration of training on the visual data to the much larger set of voxel with discriminative potential (i.e. weights exceeding AE0.5) during the initial training (iteration 1) on the metacognitive data. This comparison shows that most of the voxel clusters selected in the visual data analysis at iteration 30 overlap with or are close to age discriminative voxels in the metacognitive data analysis (Fig. 6-B) . Moreover, the average age-related difference in percent signal change in these 'visual' voxel clusters is in the same direction during execution of the visual task and the metacognitive task, and in line with the valences of the weights given to these voxels in both multivariate analyses (e.g., positive weights signify higher BOLD signal in older than younger participants, etc.). It should be noted, however, that there are also visual age discriminative clusters located in isolated (e.g., Fig. 6 -C, clusters 5 and 6), and even clusters where the visual and metacognitive weight valences are opposite (Fig. 6-C, clusters 7 and 8) .
Discussion
The present study aimed to examine whether age discriminative brain activation patterns can be generalized between metacognitive, cognitive and visual processes. A previous study showed that developmental differences between age groups in brain activation during task execution are general across different cognitive functions measured by stimulusresponse paradigms (Keulers et al., 2012) . The new angle in the present study was to test this generalizability of functional brain development across a wider range of information processing levels, from abstract metacognition over intermediate level cognition to low level visual processing.
The multivariate pattern classification applied within each of the tasks separately confirmed that brain activation during the execution of a specific task is consistent and reliably different between the ages of 13 and 17 years. The accuracy with which the trained classifier differentiated between the age classes of 13 from 17 years based on activation maps obtained during the performance of metacognitive decision making, cognitive encoding and visual tasks is in the same range (i.e., 68-70%) as a previous study using different cognitive tasks (Keulers et al., 2012) . Moreover, our results confirm previous studies that showed the feasibility of multivariate pattern classification to decode age-classes from developmental imaging data in normal and pathological samples Hart et al., 2014; Keulers et al., 2012) . The current results additionally show that age-typical characteristics of brain activation are not specific to the particular task performed, but instead are common to brain activation induced by a range of different tasks. This result confirms the previous finding by Keulers et al. (2012) , who showed that age-discriminative activation patterns are comparable between a simple go/nogo task and a complex and engaging gambling task. While the two tasks used by Keulers et al. (2012) adhered to the typical stimulus-response mapping paradigms of cognitive tasks, the current results extend these findings to a broader set of tasks. Not only are the specific cognitive demands in the tasks used here very different, but voxel-wise univariate analyses showed that the brain areas engaged by each of the three tasks were considerably different. Despite this variation, multivariate pattern classifiers trained to detect age-discriminative patterns in brain activation from one task were significantly able to decode age classes from brain activation maps during execution of other tasks. This generalization was demonstrated for the metacognitive decision making task to the cognitive encoding task, from the cognitive encoding task to the metacognitive decision making task, and from each of these to the passive viewing task.
The generalizability of age-discriminative patterns might seem to suggest a common process across tasks as the driving force. A possible shared component might be the ability to engage in tasks in a very general sense: participants have to focus attention on a subpart of the available information with a specific goal or behavioral outcome in mind, arrived at according to some rules. All three tasks require the engagement at least in part of the task-positive networks (e.g., Dosenbach et al., 2007; Duncan, 2010; Sridharan et al., 2008) . However, the maturational differences found are not confined to the task positive networks: excluding the activated regions of this network from the analyses did not affect the classification and generalization accuracies. On the contrary, age classification within tasks as well as the generalizability across tasks seems more driven by voxels that are not activated during task execution than by task activated voxels, since the classification accuracies tended to decrease when only task-activated voxels were used in training the classifier. A second indication that the generalization of age-classification across tasks is not driven by the degree of overlap in neurobiological processes between tasks is the less efficient generalization between cognitive encoding and passive viewing compared to generalization between metacognitive decision making and passive viewing, both in terms of the accuracies obtained and of resilience against manipulations of the MVPA parameters. This difference may be surprising given that the cognitive encoding task, in which participants were trained to use a visual memorization technique, showed more overlap in task activation with the visual task than the metacognitive decision making task (Fig. 2) .
That task-induced developmental brain differences are more complex than a maturational change in the task-activated networks is further indicated by the different role that visually active voxels played in the across tasks generalization. While the task-activated voxels were not critical for the generalization between cognitive encoding and metacognitive decision making data, the active voxels during the passive viewing task were essential to generalization success. Apparently, while there is enough age-characteristic brain activation available in visually active voxels, the voxels not specifically engaged in processing the visual stimuli contain too little age-specific activation, or at least, it does not overlap with such activation during the (meta)cognitive tasks. This could have to do with the fact that passive viewing is much less engaging and generally more similar to a state of rest -i.e., the parts of the brain that are not committed to the visual processing can engage in neurobiological processes that are more similar to those in a state of rest. The activity pattern associated with this alternative state would then be too dissimilar, particularly in the frontal brain, to allow generalization from these non-visually committed features to (meta)cognitive activation patterns. A further hint in that direction is that the encoding task is generally experienced by the participants as more cognitively engaging than the metacognitive decision making task. In terms of switching between complementary networks, this increased effort would require stronger suppression of resting state processes and would explain why the generalization between encoding and passive viewing is more difficult than between the lesser engaging metacognitive decision making and the passive viewing activity maps. These considerations could be brought in alignment with the recent finding that the whole brain functional connectivity during execution of an emotional go/nogo task shifts to a somewhat younger age pattern (<1 yr) when participants in the age range 12-16 yrs (but not younger or older participants) performed the same task for reward (Rudolph et al., 2017) . The fact that this added reward induced a change towards a younger "neutral" (i.e., not rewarded) connectivity pattern suggests that the reward increased the participants' motivation and therefore induced stronger cognitive effort accompanied by stronger default mode network inhibition. Future studies will have to establish whether such an interaction between the spatial manifestation of the developmental pattern and the degree of engagement of particular large-scale brain networks exists.
The considerations above make clear that the age-specific characteristics of task induced brain activation have to be understood at the level of brain-wide networks and the maturational changes in their anatomical organization and processing efficacy that take place during adolescence (Grayson and Fair, 2017; Luna et al., 2015; Mills et al., 2016; Stevens et al., 2016; Vogel et al., 2010) . The pattern of voxels identified by the MVPA that carry relevant information to distinguish between the two adolescent age groups involve many voxels, distributed throughout the brain. As discussed above, the pattern is not confined to task-responsive voxels, but also involves voxel clusters in default mode regions and in many structures that are not specifically task-responsive.
(caption on next column) Fig. 6 . Classification weight maps showing the spatial distribution of voxels contributing to age classification from metacognitive, cognitive and visual tasks. (A) Task-specific absolute weights (>jAE0.1j) derived from training the classifier to discriminate age at the 30th iteration (with 8671 voxels still included) of the recursive feature elimination procedure. Weights for training on each of the three task datasets are overlaid in three different colors on the Collin brain template in MRIcron (http://people.cas.sc.edu/rorden/mricron/index.html). (B) Voxel weights from training on the visual task dataset at the 30th iteration (>jAE0.1j; positive weights in red; negative weights in green), compared to voxel weights from training on the metacognitive task dataset in the first iteration (>jAE0.5j; positive weights in orange; negative weights in blue; A threshold >jAE0.1j would reveal almost all voxels). Most of the clusters revealed by the visual training are located at or close by voxel clusters that are also discriminative in age classification training based on the metacognitive data. White numbered arrows indicate exemplar clusters for which a ROI-based group analysis of the percent signal change (PSC) data was performed (MAESE bar diagrams on the right). These bar diagrams show that the underlying age-related PSC data are in agreement for the visual and the metacognitive data. (C) Different brain slice on the same data as in (B), showing that not all visual task derived clusters are in agreement with those obtained from training on the metacognitive data: exemplar clusters 5-6 only discriminate age when training on the visual dataset; exemplar clusters 7-8 have opposite discriminative weights for training on the visual dataset and on the metacognitive data set. Exemplar clusters are indicated by white, numbered arrows. These weight differences are in line with the age-related direction of PSC differences in the underlying PSC data for the two tasks, as indicated by the accompanying bar diagrams (MAESE).
The wide distribution confirms functional connectivity studies reporting a brain wide spreading of nodes contributing to age prediction (Dosenbach et al., 2010; Keulers et al., 2012; Rudolph et al., 2017; Tia et al., 2016) . The wide distribution also agrees with reports that teen-age brain maturation takes place particularly in long-range connections, leading to improved whole-brain network integration (Dosenbach et al., 2007; Grayson and Fair, 2017; Kelly et al., 2009; Luna et al., 2015; Stevens, 2016; Vogel et al., 2010) . Our own research showed that increased long range functional connectivity strength at this age occurred on a much larger scale than age-related differences in task-induced activation (Keulers et al., 2012) . Based on such reports one would expect that all functional systems and networks increase their efficacy, internally as well as in interactions with one another. Consequently, voxels with age-specific activity modulation are found throughout all functional systems. It is the brain as a whole that becomes more optimized for information processing, rather than that the observed age-specific differences are driven by the maturation of areas specifically involved in certain neurocognitive functions.
Because we analyzed data from two phases of the same task in which every trial consisted of a metacognitive decision making and a cognitive encoding phase, the question could be raised whether the generalization between these two task can be explained by this specific design of the paradigm. If the cognitive encoding phase contains some of the brain activation that is evoked by the preceding metacognitive decision making phase, this shared brain activation might have driven the generalization of age classification. However, every precaution was taken to avoid such a contamination. First, the task was constructed as a slow event-related design with on average 14 s between the onsets of the 2 task phases. Second, additional temporal jittering of the trial-to-trial onset times was implemented to allow for an independent assessment of the BOLD amplitudes associated with each of the task phases (Dale, 1999; Ollinger et al., 2001) . Third, to force participants to disengage from the neurocognitive activity during a certain task phase, an unrelated but attention demanding visual detection task was administered in the 6-10 s interval between the 2 task phases. These measures ensured that the neurocognitive activity within each task phase was independent from the preceding and following one. Further evidence for the independency of the task activation during the metacognitive versus cognitive phase are the differences in areas activated by the specific task phases (Fig. 1B) , and preserved generalization accuracies between the 2 task phases when excluding voxels activated by either task (Fig. 3-D) . Finally, the contamination argument cannot explain the successful age generalization from the (meta)cognitive task to the visual task, as the data from the passive viewing task was collected in a different run.
Although no direct comparisons between multivariate and univariate fMRI analysis was intended here, our results suggest that MVP analysis is more sensitive than univariate GLM analysis to age-specific differences in task-related brain activity, which are often subtle and distributed throughout the brain. The inferences drawn from univariate and multivariate analyses have however shown to be consistent (Jimura and Poldrack, 2012) . The lack of univariate age differences at a reliable, FWE corrected significance level, has been discussed before (Keulers et al., 2011 (Keulers et al., , 2012 Poldrack et al., 2009 ) and should be an alert that larger sample sizes are required to make the subtle age-related changes in task-induced activation detectable with univariate analysis methods. But also MVP analysis requires sufficiently large sample sizes to ensure that the training data cover the full range of error variation inherent in the data, which was in the current study ensured by including multiple regressor activity maps in the analyses. Moreover, a limitation of MVP analysis compared to the univariate approach is that the interpretation of the spatial map of voxel weights is complicated (Jimura and Poldrack, 2012; Poldrack, 2011) . Firstly, many more voxels contribute to a successful classification than predicted by a univariate analysis, including many that in isolation do not show a significant effect. The neurophysiological meaning of these weak effects is currently unclear. Secondly, the voxels that contribute to a classification at a given iteration are not all the voxels that carry relevant information. This is indicated by the wide range of iterations that, each with a different subset of voxels, give above chance classification. Thirdly, that a voxel contributes to classification doesn't tell us whether the underlying tissue is critical for the processes studied (Poldrack, 2011) ; it only tells us that they were differentially engaged. Given these three considerations, direct inferences about the neurobiological mechanism underlying these age-discriminative spatial maps are difficult to make. Nevertheless, the current findings have important implications for understanding the scale at which brain development takes place during adolescence. The results imply that something general changes with age in how the brain operates and processes information. This conclusion invites future studies to look for a characterization of adolescent brain maturation at a more fundamental level. The results presented here are consistent with the nowadays well-established findings that the brain is organized into distributed functional networks, and that improvement in long-range, functional connectivity and grey matter changes in association cortex accompany improvement in performance efficacy in a wide range of tasks in this age period.
In sum, in the present study we showed that multivariate pattern classification analysis revealed a pattern of voxels in task-induced activation maps that reliably distinguished 13 from 17 year-old adolescents. Moreover, this discriminative brain activation pattern could be generalized between different levels of information processing, i.e., from metacognitive, cognitive to visual processes. The identified agediscriminative pattern included many voxels and was not at all confined to task-responsive voxels. Therefore, age-specific characteristics of task-induced brain activation in adolescence are more likely driven by global changes in the efficiency of how the brain handles cognitive demands than by function-specific brain changes. 
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